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Abstract
This article provides a general survey of a number of (mostly Indo-European) gender systems. In 
recent years, regularities found in those systems have been accounted for by rule-based approaches
where gender is assigned on-line by symbolic rules. A critical investigation of those accounts suggests
that gender of existing nouns is stored individually, but that there must also be a mechanism that assigns
gender to new nouns. It is argued that this behaviour is more adequately accounted for in a network
model and it is shown how gender assignment can shed light on lexical structure at large.
1. Introduction
In recent years, theoretical interest in the issue of gender assignment has increased. For
instance, Corbett (1991: 8) emphasizes that “[f]rom a theoretical point of view, assignment
systems have important implications for attempts to determine the structure of the lexicon”.
In the same work, he argues that gender assignment is not arbitrary but rule-based 
(Corbett 1991, e.g. chapter 4), sketches a number of gender assignment rules for many 
languages based on regularities found in their systems (Corbett 1991, chapters 2 and 3),
and addresses the theoretical implications of the assumption that gender assignment is
rule-based (Corbett 1991). 
In this paper, a closer look is taken at how different theoretical approaches to gender 
assignment embedded in the wider field of lexical representation and processing can shed
light on the structure of the lexicon and its status in a theory of language. Section 2 surveys
different kinds of gender assignment regularities in the languages of the world, especially
in Indo-European, looks at different models of rule-based gender assignment which make
use of these regularities, and at their implications for our understanding of the lexicon.
Section 3 provides a critical discussion of the psycholinguistic evidence on gender assign-
ment and what it can tell us about the validity of the models previously discussed. The aim
of the final section 4 is to see what the results from sections 2 and 3 imply for the structure
of the lexicon in general and its status in linguistic theory.
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gaard. Responsibility for errors of all kinds remains with the author.
2. Gender assignment regularities and rule-based theories
2.1. Types and consistency of assignment regularities
It used to be assumed that gender assignment is largely arbitrary, i.e. that gender is 
stored individually and independently for each noun in the lexicon. One of the main rea-
sons why this view has been largely abandoned is the fact that closer examination reveals a
great deal of regularity in gender assignment systems, in the sense of structured patterns of
correlation between the gender of nouns and other inherent properties of the same nouns.
Depending on the kind of property in question, we can distinguish two main types of gen-
der assignment regularities, viz. semantic and formal, as shown in (1). Semantic regularities
state consistent correlations between gender and meaning, formal regularities state con-
sistent correlations between gender and formal properties. Information about the form 
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Type Consistency Language Regularity Examples Exceptions Reference
a. semantic +++++++ Tamil nouns denoting aa= Corbett
male rationals ‘man’, (1991: 8f.)
(=gods or male civanN
humans) are ‘Shiva’
masculine
b. semantic ++++ German nouns denoting Obst Pflanze Zubin & 
superordinates ‘fruit’, ‘plant’ Köpcke
are neuter Ding (1986)
‘thing’
c. morpho- +++++++ Arapesh nouns of declen- agaby Aronoff
logical sional class 1 ‘back’ (1994:
(inflec- have gender I 107f.)
tional)
d. morpho- +++++ Swedish nouns with plural hus lärare Källström
logical ending -Ø ‘house’. ‘teacher’ (1996:
(inflec- (=declensional barn 157f.)
tional) class 6) are neuter ‘child’
e. morpho- +++++++ Danish nouns derived in sygdom Allan
logical (de- -dom are of ‘illness’ et al.
rivational) common gender (1995: 23)
(«fælleskøn»)
f. morpho- ++++ Norwegian nouns derived in ekteskap latskap NRG
logical (de- (Bokmål) -skap are neuter ‘marriage’ ‘laziness’ (106f.)
rivational)
g. phono- +++++++ Qafar nouns whose catò ‘help’ Corbett
logical citation form ends (1991: 51f.)
in an accented 
vowel are feminine
h. phono- +++++ French nouns whose nation mouton Müller
logical citation form ‘nation’ ‘sheep’ (2000: 354)
ends in /-õ/ are 
feminine
Table 1: Consistency of gender assignment regularities
can in turn be of two types, indicating either word-structure, comprising derivation and 
inflection (i.e. morphology), or sound-structure (i.e. phonology).
(1) Types of gender assignment regularities [cf. Corbett 1991: 7f.]
semantic: based on meaning
formal: morphological: based on word-structure (derivation, inflection)1
phonological: based on sound structure
Furthermore, the regularities can be more or less strict. Regularities showing a more or
less strong degree of consistency are often referred to as tendencies, whereas more highly
consistent regularities are often given the status of rules. The overview in Table 1 on the
previous page gives some examples of regularities with varying degrees of consistency. In
Tamil e.g., we find some highly consistent semantic gender assignment regularities: nouns
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1 Morphological regularities can also be seen as forming types of their own, given that they are based
on both semantic and formal information. Thanks to Tore Nesset for reminding me of this.
2 The study was carried out by the author as a part of the Gender Project at the Center for Advanced
Study in Theoretical Linguistics (CASTL) of the University of Tromsø, <http://uit.no/castl/ 2447/4>.
The results were obtained primarily by browsing reference works. The overview is based on “non-
anaphoric” gender, i.e. gender distinctions revealed in attributive and/or predicative agreement. The
terms “common”, “feminine”, “masculine” and “neuter” are chosen for historical reasons; it would
also have been possible to operate with numbers only.
Gender system type
cn mf mfn ∑ all types
gender assignment # % # % # % # %
regularities
S 2 40 4 15 1 3 7 10
Mi 0 0 2 8 8 22 10 15
Md 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 1
P 0 0 4 15 0 0 4 6
∑ «strict» types 2 40 10 38 10 28 22 33
S+M+P 2 40 3 12 3 8 8 12
S+M 1 20 9 35 21 58 31 46
S+P 0 0 3 12 2 6 5 7
M+P 0 0 1 4 0 0 1 1
∑ «mixed» types 3 60 16 62 26 72 45 67
∑ all types 5 100 26 100 36 100 67 100
M morphological Md derivational S semantic f feminine
Mi inflectional P phonological c common gender m masculine
Table 2: Assignment regularities in Indo-European gender systems2
denoting male rationals are assigned masculine gender, whereas nouns denoting female 
rationals are feminine, leaving the neuter gender for nouns denoting non-rationals. These
assignment rules are based on the semantic notions of sex and rationality. In other lan-
guages, regularities may be based on other semantic criteria. In German, nouns referring
to superordinates are predominantly neuter, but there are a number of exceptions. The
other regularities shown in Table 1 can be described similarly.
The gender assignment systems of some languages seem to allow for semantic regu-
larities only. As an example, Corbett (1991: 8f.) cites Tamil where the whole system can be
described in terms of rules like the one in (a) in Table 1. In most other languages, however,
we can observe both semantic and formal regularities. A preliminary, but comprehensive,
study of gender assignment regularities found in Indo-European languages can give us an
impression of how prevalent the different kinds of regularities are. From the overview in
Table 2, you can see that out of 67 languages with gender assignment regularities, 45 lan-
guages, i.e. about 67 per cent, allow for more than one type of assignment.
2.2. Rule-based accounts
Central to most recent literature on gender assignment is the claim that gender assign-
ment systems not only show regularities, but that the assignment is essentially rule-based.
The assignment rules are often stated in an SPE-like format (cf. e.g. Corbett 1991, 
Trosterud 2001, Zubin & Köpcke 1986), but there are also attempts to implement the 
regular behaviour of gender assignment within the constraint-based framework of Opti-
mality Theory (OT) (cf. Rice 2006). The main challenge for both approaches is how 
to handle the problem of rule (or constraint) interaction, i.e. how to account for what 
happens when a noun falls into the domain of two or more conflicting assignment rules (or
constraints). The main idea behind these models is that rules interact in a structured way
and are thus able to produce the gender for basically all nouns of a given language.
The following examples may give some idea of how rule interaction is handled in a 
rule-based theory. To illustrate how rule interaction is handled in OT, let us consider the
German noun Gemüse ‘vegetables’. According to Rice (2006), three specific assignment
constraints are relevant to the gender assignment of this noun. The specific constraints are
shown in (2). They are based on observed gender regularities in German.
(2) Gender assignment constraints in German (adapted from Rice 2006: 1406):
(2a) Nouns ending in -e must not be masculine or neuter
(< phonological rule: nouns ending in -e are feminine)
(2b) Nouns derived in Ge- must not be masculine or feminine
(< derivational rule: nouns derived in Ge- are neuter)
(2c) Nouns denoting superordinates must not be masculine or feminine
(< semantic rule: nouns denoting superordinates are neuter)
In addition, Rice also postulates the general gender assignment hierarchy (3) which holds
for the whole gender system of German. The hierarchy states that masculine is the de-
fault gender, i.e. the least marked gender, whereas neuter is the most marked gender in
German.
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(3) General gender assignment hierarchy in German (Rice 2006: 1405):
*neuter  >>  *feminine  >>  *masculine
Table 3 demonstrates how (2) combined with (3) can account for the correct gender 
assignment of the German noun Gemüse. Note that the specific constraints (2a) to (2c) are
unranked, which means that their violations are evaluated as a whole. In the case of 
German Gemüse, the general gender hierarchy doesn’t contribute to the gender assign-
ment at all. However, in the case of the German noun Pflanze ‘plant’, the constraint 
conflict is not settled until we move on down to the general gender hierarchy. The optimal
gender assignment of the noun is given in Table 4.
Corbett’s (1991: 40f.) model for Russian gender assignment is based on the ordered 
rules in (4):
(4) Gender assignment rules for Russian [Corbett 1991: 40f.] 3
Semantic assignment
(4a) nouns denoting males are masculine
(4b) nouns denoting females are feminine
Morphological assignment
For declinable nouns:
(4cd) nouns of declensional type I are masculine
(4dd) nouns of declensional types II and III are feminine
(4ed) nouns of declensional type IV are neuter
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gender features general gender hierarchy
*-e ⇒ m, n *Ge- ⇒ m, f *SUP ⇒ m, f *neuter *feminine *masculine
Gemüse (2a) (2b) (2c) (3) (3) (3)
a. der Gemüse * *! * *
b. die Gemüse * *! *
☞ c. das Gemüse * *
Table 3: Optimal gender assignment of German Gemüse (Rice 2006: 1408)
gender features general gender hierarchy
*-e ⇒ m, n *Ge- ⇒ m, f *SUP ⇒ m, f *neuter *feminine *masculine
Pflanze (2a) (2b) (2c) (3) (3) (3)
a. der Pflanze * *! *
b. die Pflanze * *
☞ c. das Pflanze * *!
Table 4: Optimal gender assignment of German Pflanze (Rice 2006: 1408)
3 Corbett’s rules are specified in a more complicated manner than the rules underlying constraints in
an OT-approach. Especially, some of them (4ci– 4ei) only apply within the domain of other rules
(those referring to indeclinable nouns). It would have been more elegant to state these kinds of rules
in their fully-fledged form, leaving the rule ordering to the Elsewhere Condition.
For indeclinable nouns:
(4ci) for acronyms, take the head noun; the gender is then determined according to the
morphological rules just given in (4cd) to (4ed)
(4di) nouns denoting animates are masculine
(4ei) others are neuter
According to Corbett, a Russian noun like stol ‘chair’ receives its correct gender by 
following the rules in (4) in the way illustrated by the flow chart in (5).
(5) Gender assignment procedure for Russian stol (adapted from Corbett 1991: 41)
2.3. Lexical structure in a rule-based model
For the current discussion it is not necessary to explore the mechanisms of the described
models in more detail: by now, the main implications of a rule-based view on gender assign-
ment, as held by Corbett, should have become clear. In nearly all theories concerning 
rule-based gender assignment, the assignment of the correct gender to a noun of a given
language depends crucially on other information about the noun. Furthermore, these 
theories claim that gender assignment is in principle rule-based for all nouns. Corbett is
aware that the observed assignment rules are not necessarily equally straightforward. 
Nevertheless, he points out that “in those languages which have been studied in depth, the
gender of at least 85 per cent of the nouns can be predicted from information required 
independently in the lexicon” (Corbett 1991: 68). Furthermore, Corbett claims that 
gender assignment takes place in the lexicon (Corbett 1991: 14).
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To summarise, I have listed in (6) the main implications of a rule-based view of gender
assignment as proposed by Corbett and others for the structure of the lexicon in a theory
of language:
(6) Gender assignment in a rule-based model
(6a) The lexical items we usually refer to as nouns are specified for:
i. syntactic category: N
ii. inherent semantic characteristics of the referent
iii. phonological form (of the stem)
iv. morphological structure (derivational information)
v. inflection class membership
(6b) The lexicon contains a system/module with gender assignment rules.
(6c) The assignment rules are organised in such a way that each noun is assigned its
gender.
(6d) The assignment rules require the information stated in (a).
Most researchers on gender assignment seem to be conscious of the fact that their lin-
guistic models of rule-based gender assignment are in the first instance no more than
“black boxes” that assign the correct gender to any unassigned noun that happens to be 
inserted into the model (cf. Corbett 1991: 68, Köpcke 1982: 133f.). Ultimately, the most 
interesting question to me seems to be whether the observed rules and/or regularities are
part of native speakers’ mental assignment systems. As Corbett (1991: 68f.) notes, ans-
wering this question will require careful research by linguists and psycholinguists, and 
he is convinced that this research will deepen our understanding of the structure of the 
lexicon, with important consequences for linguistic theory in turn. This means that before
we accept the conclusions in (6), it is appropriate to carry out a critical investigation into
the theoretical status of gender assignment. That is the topic of section 3.
3. Psycholinguistic evidence
3.1. Storing vs. computing
Corbett (1991) lists both linguistic and psycholinguistic evidence for the validity of the
assignment models he sketches for several languages. The most self-evident argument for
his rule-based account is the high amount of regularity found in the gender assignment 
systems discussed. According to Corbett (1991: 70), people assign gender to nouns with
ease, and they most plausibly do so by quite simply taking advantage of these regularities.
Native speakers hardly ever make mistakes in gender assignment. From this Corbett
(1991: 7) concludes that “if the gender of every noun were remembered individually, 
we would expect more errors”. Corbett thus argues that rule-based gender assignment 
is not only psychologically real but actually used in on-line language production. His 
main evidence is based on the assumption that stored information is much less reliable
than information that is processed by a rule system based on other kinds of stored infor-
mation. A similar view is expressed even more bluntly by Zubin & Köpcke (1981: 447):
“[t]o have completely arbitrary gender assignment for the tens of thousands of nouns in
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the average educated speaker’s lexicon would present an insurmountable task to the lan-
guage learner”.
The argument put forward by Corbett and Zubin & Köpcke seems to be underpinned
by the widespread belief that the optimal linguistic model is the one with the least redun-
dancy (as depicted by Jackendoff 2002: 30). But they do not give us any reason why 
storage would be less reliable and why it could not be handled by the language user. Gen-
eral reasoning leads van Berkum to conclude that the opposite view is at least as plausible.
As he points out, the low incidence of word-form errors is not usually taken as evidence
that speakers compute the form of tens of thousands of vocabulary items from their 
meaning. He goes on to ask why people would not be able to store gender together with
the “essentially arbitrary” form of the words. Furthermore, as we saw above in Table 1,
many assignment rules proposed in the literature are only weakly reliable, and often 
several conflicting rules may apply to a single noun (see e.g. Tables 3 and 4). From these
facts he concludes that “one would rather expect computation to yield the highest error
rate” (van Berkum 1996: 42). Furthermore, although we saw in section 2 that the proposed
models are able to resolve conflicting rules, it does not seem very likely that this kind 
of rule-based processing would be more reliable in on-line production than storing. There-
fore, van Berkum’s argument does indeed seem to be the more plausible one. 
3.2. Psycholinguistic evidence from Italian
For our discussion, the interesting question now is, of course, whether there is any 
experimental evidence in favour of the view that gender is stored individually per noun. 
A number of psycholinguistic experiments, amongst others with native speakers of Italian,
do indeed provide such evidence. Gender in Italian is highly interrelated to inflection class.
The relation between these two categories is summarised in Table 5.
We notice that it is not possible to predict either gender from declension class or vice
versa.4 As Thornton (2001: 479) points out, “[t]he relationship between gender and in-
flection class, and the question of which of these two features determines the other on in a
given language, has been the topic of much debate” and can only be answered language-
specifically. For Italian, she demonstrates convincingly that information about gender is
needed earlier by native speakers and is thus prior to inflection class. The main evidence 
is that for Italian nouns, “occurrence in the plural is much rarer than occurrence in a
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Gender Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5 Class 6
sg.-o, pl. -i sg. -a, pl. -e sg. -e, pl. -i sg. -a, pl. -i sg. -o, pl. -a invariable
masculine libro – padre papa uovo bar
‘book’ ‘father’ ‘pope’ ‘egg’ ‘coffee shop’
feminine mano casa madre ala uova star
‘hand’ ‘house’ ‘mother’ ‘wing’ ‘eggs’ ‘famous person’
Table 5: Correlations between gender and inflection class in Italian (Thornton 2001: 485)
4 The only exception is class 2. If one knows that a noun belongs to this class, one also knows that it has
feminine gender.
syntactic context which requires gender specification” (Thornton 2001: 481). This again
means that gender on its part has to be assigned based on other lexical information, e.g. 
semantic and/or phonological properties of the noun.5
Some semantic gender assignment rules for Italian nouns denoting animates, mostly 
based on sex distinctions, have been put forward. However, most rule-based accounts of
Italian gender assignment emphasize the high significance of the singular vowel suffix for
the prediction of gender. There is considerable agreement that there are phonological6
assignment rules stating that nouns ending in the suffix -o and -a are masculine and 
feminine, respectively (cf. Ferrari-Bridgers 2002, Maiden & Robustelli 2000: 34f., Mar-
cantonio & Pretto 1991: 316f.). As for nouns ending in -e, on the other hand, correct 
gender assignment is not possible on the basis of formal information only.
Let us now return to the psycholinguistic experiments. Can they provide evidence that
gender is stored individually per noun? The experiments I will discuss here (Badecker
et al. 1995, Miozzo & Caramazza 1997, Caramazza & Miozzo 1997) were all designed to
find out more about how native speakers of Italian retrieve information from the lexicon in
on-line language production. The starting point for all experiments is the two-stage theory
of lexical retrieval. The main claim of this theory is that the retrieval of lexical semantics,
i.e. lemma retrieval on this account, is dissociated from the retrieval of lexical form in 
production: the first stage, lexical selection, maps non-verbal conceptual representations
into modality neutral lemmas; lexical forms are only retrieved on the basis of the lemmas
at a separate second stage. The evidence marshalled by Badecker et al. (1995) comes from
experiments with anomic patients. The fact that these patients are able to provide “defini-
tional phrases” and pantomimic gestures even though they cannot provide any informa-
tion as to the phonology or orthography of the target word is taken as an indication of the
described dissociation in lexical retrieval. Schematically, the process can be illustrated as in
(7a) below.
The problem with such experiments is that the subjects only provide semantic informa-
tion about the target words (Badecker et al. 1995: 194). The two-stage account assumes
that the semantic information that the patients use when describing the target is accessed
at a word-specific level, i.e. at the level of the lemma and not at the conceptual level. How-
ever, this is not the only way to interpret anomic behaviour. In an alternative model, which
is illustrated in (7b), there is only one lexical level. On this account, in order to produce a
particular word, only a single and unique record needs to be accessed, providing all the 
lexical information (semantic, grammatical, phonological and orthographic).
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5 Derived nouns are not included in the following discussion. As will be seen, for the point to be made,
derivational information can be subsumed under semantic and phonological specification.
6 If we accept Thornton’s claim that gender is prior to inflection class, the basic form endings, viz. -o, -a
and -e as discussed below, cannot be regarded as carrying morphological, i.e. inflectional, information
at this stage, hence the term “phonological” assignment rules. In section 4 it will be shown that
Thornton’s analysis supports the conclusions in this paper.
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(7) Two models of lexical retrieval (adapted from Caramazza & Miozzo 1997:
311–313):
In order to confirm the two-stage model, it would have to be shown that an anomic 
patient, in addition to semantic information, also has access to word-specific information
that is not related to conceptional information (Badecker et al. 1995: 193f.). According to
Badecker et al. (1995: 194), “the strongest candidate would be information concerning
[…] grammatical features, and grammatical gender is a case in point”. They claim that
morphosyntactic lexical features such as grammatical gender are not encoded in or other-
wise immediately derivable from the conceptual representation of the entity referred to by
the noun used in a utterance. While there are Italian nouns (e. g. padre ‘father’ and madre
‘mother’) whose gender is determined straightforwardly by their semantic properties, the
assignment of gender to nouns like tavolo (‘table’, masc.) and sedia (‘chair’, fem.) is not
predictable from their semantics (1995: 194f.). To demonstrate this, Badecker et al. (1995:
195) refer to the case of synonyms. If one grants that astro (‘star’, masc.) and stella (‘star’,
fem.) are equally coherent lexical choices for a native speaker of Italian when talking 
about those celestial bodies, then one must also grant that gender can only be assigned on
the basis of the specific lexical item that he or she chooses to employ (Badecker et al. 1995:
195).
Two comments are in order here. First, Badecker et al.’s argument is based on the 
assumption that the only semantic property that gender can be predicted from is the dis-
tinction between male and female. But as we saw in section 2, the gender of some nouns
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denoting inanimates can be accounted for by semantic assignment rules that are not based
on sex in a number of languages. The reason why Italian linguists have rarely focused on
these kinds of regularities is no doubt the strong relationship between a given noun’s 
gender and its formal properties. Second, the argument also presupposes that words like
astro and stella are exact synonyms. However, the existence of real synonymy in natural
language is highly controversial. As a main principle in language acquisition, Clark (e. g.
1987) proposes the Principle of Contrast: “Every two forms contrast in meaning” (1987: 2).
From this principle it would follow that exact synonyms should be rare or even non-
existent. According to Carstairs-McCarthy (1994: 737), “[a]mong psycholinguists this
implication is generally accepted, even though there is disagreement about the Principle of
Contrast as an explanation for it”. These observations present a serious challenge to 
Badecker et al.’s reasoning, hence we have to bear these objections in mind when inter-
preting the psycholinguistic results in the next subsection (cf. also van Berkum 1996: 186,
fn. 43).
3.3. Assignment of known nouns
Badecker et al. (1995) tested their hypothesis about the two-stage model in experiments
with an anomic native speaker of Italian. In some pilot testing, it appeared that the subject
did not have access to any phonological information about a word when he was unable to
name it. Amazingly, he was nevertheless able to distinguish the grammatical gender of 
the target noun. In four subsequent experiments, this ability was further examined. The
first experiment consisted of a picture-naming task. The subject was presented with 
344 pictures of objects. Nouns whose grammatical gender is consistently predictable 
from semantic information were excluded, e.g. ragazzo ‘boy’ and ragazza ‘girl’, as were 
nouns whose gender can invariably be derived from phonological form or morphological
composition (e.g. nouns ending in -one). If there was a general tendency for a particular
ending to trigger one of the two genders, equal numbers of masculine and feminine nouns
with this ending were chosen. It was also made sure that nouns with different frequency
were included. The experiment was conducted as follows. Each time the subject appeared
to be in an anomic state, i.e. when he wasn’t able to name the object, he was asked to 
provide information about 1) the semantics, 2) the gender, and 3) the phonology and 
orthography of the target noun. Probing for information on form, i. e. 3), was discontinued
after 52 omission trials because it was obvious that the subject could not provide any infor-
mation at all about the phonology or orthography of the target noun. However, he could
give a comprehensive description of the semantic properties of the object, and he correctly
answered virtually all questions regarding semantics. Table 6 summarises the subject’s 
performance in gender identification for the naming omissions accompanied by correct 
semantic information. 
The subject was able to provide correct gender information in 95 % of all naming omis-
sion trials. Further analysis of the results showed that there was no difference in the level of
performance on more regular noun targets (i.e. masculine singular nouns ending in /-o/
and feminine singular nouns ending in /-a/) and less regular noun targets. According to the 
authors, the results of this experiment indicate that the subject is generally incapable 
of accessing any phonological or orthographic information while in an anomic state. 
Nonetheless, he was able to provide the gender of the “unavailable” target nouns. Further-
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more, they see no evidence that the subject’s ability to specify the correct gender of a noun
he could not name is effected by the regularity of the target nouns. Hence they interpret
the results as strong support for the two-stage model of lexical production, which predicts
“that  the grammatical specification of a word is accessed independently of its phonological
or orthographic form” (Badecker et al. 1995: 201).7
Badecker et al. (1995) conducted four more experiments in order to rule out any errors
based on possibly questionable techniques used in the first experiment. The results of all
four experiments reveal a gender identification rate of at least 95 % and thus seem to 
corroborate the hypothesis put forward in the two-stage model. Additional evidence 
comes from experiments on subjects in the tip-of-the-tongue state (e. g. Caramazza &
Miozzo 1997, Miozzo & Caramazza 1997), which reveal basically the same pattern. 
Caramazza & Miozzo (1997) therefore propose the two-stage model of gender retrieval
illustrated in (8).
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tion about the ending.
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Table 6: Performance in gender identification in anomic state (Badecker et al. 1995: 200)
# %
a. Naming responses: Correct 218 63
Naming omission 111 32
Error 15 5
Total 344 100
b. Gender identification: Correct 106 95
Error 3 3
Don’t know 2 2
Total (= #naming omissions) 111 100
(8) Two-stage model of gender retrieval in the “tip-of-the-tongue” state (adapted from
Caramazza & Miozzo 1997):
The psycholinguistic evidence thus seems to confirm that native speakers of Italian are
able in on-line production to produce the gender of nouns already known to them without
having access to the phonology of the noun (stem+suffix). As indicated in the two objec-
tions to Badecker et al. at the end of the preceding subsection one could also interpret the
psycholinguistic results referred to above in favour of a purely semantic account of gender
assignment. However, I am not aware of any rule-based account that manages to assign
correct gender to at least 95 % of nouns like the ones used in the experiments described
above without referring to formal properties. This strongly suggests that on-line gender
production cannot solely be dependent on rule-based assignment, as claimed by Corbett
and others (cf. 3.1. above).
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3.4. Assignment of new nouns
Let us now return to the evidence discussed by Corbett (1991) and focus briefly on two
of his other arguments which, as far as I can see, deal ultimately with the same pheno-
menon. The issue at stake here is how nouns are assigned gender that did not previously
exist in the language of a community and, ultimately, of the individual. First, consider 
borrowings. It is obvious that new nouns borrowed into a language with gender have to 
be assigned a gender. It has been claimed that this assignment works according to the 
principle of semantic analogy with existing nouns, but Corbett (1991: 70–82) argues 
convincingly that loan words get assigned their gender in accordance with the regularities
described in section 2. However, a huge influx of loan words can have considerable conse-
quences for the gender system of a language. For instance, if many loan words have the
same formal or semantic properties, and these properties are associated with only one 
gender in the receiving language, then these regularities can gain in strength. More evi-
dence comes from newly created or nonsense nouns. As Corbett (1991: 7) notes, “when
presented with invented words, speakers give them a gender and they do so with a high 
degree of consistency”. The psycholinguistic experiments conducted on this matter con-
firm that this kind of gender assignment is in accordance with the regularities found in the
existing gender system of the language (1991: 89–92).
Limitations of space do not allow me to go into further detail, but the conclusion from
these two pieces of evidence is that gender languages must allow not only for the storage of
the gender of known nouns, they must also have a mechanism for the assignment of gender
to new nouns. Furthermore, this mechanism seems to be based on the same regularities as
the ones described in section 2. Despite this insight, we are still left with a couple of open
questions. Some of them are summarised in (9):
(9) Some open questions about gender assignment
(9a) How do children acquire gender systems? What can the study of child acquisition of
gender tell us about gender systems in general?
(9b) How is gender stored/represented?
(9c) Is gender of existing nouns in normal language production (i. e. no language 
impairment or temporary naming omission and the like being involved) computed
based on rules or regularities or just retrieved from storage or both retrieved and
computed?
For reasons of space, I will not dwell on these questions here. Rather, it may be sufficient
to note for the time being that the literature on these questions seems to suggest a distinc-
tion between the acquisition of gender (both in children and for new words) and the 
on-line production of gender (for existing words).
4. Gender assignment and the structure of the lexicon
What do the observations described in section 2 and the critical investigation into the
psycholinguistic status of gender assignment in section 3 reveal about the status and the
structure of the lexicon of adult speakers? It seems that there are in principle two basic 
approaches to satisfy the requirements that gender imposes on a theory of language. In
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more traditional theory, gender assignment is based on symbolic rules, whereas in cog-
nitive theory, gender assignment is accounted for by analogy with connections between 
different linguistic items. Both theories will need to provide a “place” or manner for 
storing lexical items and for a way to store and/or organise those items which we normally
refer to as nouns such that the information in (10) is apparent in one way or another:
(10) Lexical representation of nouns
(10a) syntactic category: N
(10b) gender
(10c) inherent semantic characteristics of the referent
(10d) phonological form
(10e) inflection class membership
In a rule-based account, the information about a given noun’s morphological structure (i. e.
derivational information) is not apparent from the stored item itself, but is provided by a
set of symbolic derivational rules (perhaps in a separate morphology component of the
grammar). In a network model as proposed by Bybee (1985, 1988, 1995a, 1995b, 1998 and
elsewhere), the morphological structure of lexical items is apparent from the way they are
associated with each other. On this account, a new word is assigned its gender based on
how it fits into the network of connections between existing words. It may well be the case
that only the strongest associations are at work in the beginning and that associations are
established after a while that were not apparent in the initial phase. Uncertainty and in-
stability as to the gender of new nouns are richly attested in the literature (cf. Corbett
1991: 75). 
The network model appeals to me more than a model relying on symbolic rules. It seems
unlikely that symbolic rules can be established without some stored information being 
present to serve as the basis for regularisation (Langacker 1987: 29, 46 and elsewhere).
Since the psycholinguistic evidence discussed in section 3 strongly suggests that gender is
stored individually per noun, and since the regular patterns in a structured network allow
the speaker to assign gender to new words, why should we want to postulate separate 
symbolic rules? It seems implausible for gender to be assigned on-line based on rules that
are in turn based on other rules, e.g. rules of word formation. The conclusions from section 3
are also supported by Thornton’s analysis of the Italian noun system. Thornton (2001:
484f.) stresses the importance of distinguishing between generalizations across the entire
Italian lexicon on the one hand and productive gender assignment rules on the other hand.
Productive gender assignment rules thus need to account only for nouns that are newly 
integrated into the lexicon. This is exactly how we would expect the network model to 
assign gender. Another, more general advantage of a network model is that it has no need
for the arbitrary distinction between regular versus irregular behaviour. In a network,
connections may differ in strength. The structure and strength of these relations is influ-
enced by frequency and cognitive salience. The more frequently an item is realised, the
more strengthened or entrenched the involved relations will be. The same holds for cogni-
tive salience: items with high cognitive salience have a deeper impact on the network and
thus also on other items. In short, a highly regular relationship between two patterns in a
network will be due to a strong network connection (or strong network connections), 
whereas looser or less entrenched connections result in less regular patterns. I am not
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aware of any gender systems in the literature whose behaviour could not be explained in 
a principled way by a network model as well as by a model based on symbolic rules (as 
proposed by Pinker 2000); in fact, suitable network models have already been put forward
(e. g. by Nesset 2006). Further support for a network account is provided by computational
models for language learning. Based on the rule set proposed by Trosterud (2001), Halse
(2004) uses different systems for rule induction in order to simulate how gender is assign-
ed in Norwegian, a language in which all three types of gender assignment regularities 
(semantic, morphological, phonological) are represented. Moreover, the semantic regular-
ities proposed in the literature include several tens of criteria,8 and many of the suggested
rules are only moderately consistent. Throughout Halse’s experiments (2004), it is the
memory-based learner who achieves the lowest error rates of all three computational
learning systems in assigning gender to new nouns.
If the network view is right, it implies a much more salient status in linguistic theory for
the component usually called the lexicon. The main characteristics of a gender assignment
system embedded in this kind of model of lexical representation and processing are 
summarised in (11).
(11) Gender assignment in a network model of lexical representation and processing:9
(11a) The lexical items we usually refer to as nouns are stored in such a way that the 
following information is apparent:
i. syntactic category: N
ii. gender
iii. inherent semantic characteristics of the referent
iv. phonological form
v. morphological structure (derivational information)
vi. inflection class membership
(11b) The lexical items are connected based on the properties described in (a).
(11c) Gender is assigned to new nouns based on how they are integrated into the regu-
larities emerging from the connections described in (b).
The aim of this paper has been to show how research on gender assignment – a topic that
used to be considered a matter of arbitrary lexical listing – can shed new light on how 
language at large is represented and processed. More thorough research into the details 
of noun systems in the languages of the world will hopefully reveal more about gender 
assignment and its implementation in and interaction with the lexicon.
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